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Key takeaways
Conversations Are The Next Interaction Layer
A confluence of factors — from high 
consumer adoption of messaging platforms to 
advancements in Ai — has pushed chatbots 
toward being a viable, though limited, interaction 
layer between brands and consumers in 2016.

Humans — Not Bots — fuel Conversations 
Today
Most bots aren’t ready to handle the complexities 
of conversation and still depend on human 
intervention to succeed. successful chatbots 
depend on core technology such as natural 
language processing, artificial intelligence, and 
machine learning — aided by thousands of 
iterations to drive learning.

Pursue Chatbots Within Your App+ Mobile 
Strategy
Evaluate whether or not to start your chatbot 
journey by assessing your broader portfolio of 
potential mobile moments, including borrowed 
mobile moments.

Why read this report

As smartphone communication shifts from 
voice to text and images, consumers are 
adopting messaging at an unprecedented pace. 
in parallel, they look to extend conversations 
beyond socializing with friends to customer 
service and shopping. Enter chatbots: programs 
with the potential to offer more natural ways 
for consumers to access services. this report 
explains why chatbots are not ready to meet 
customer expectations, but digital business 
professionals must still begin building the 
capabilities to serve consumers in conversational 
mobile moments.
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Chatbots Are Here, But they Aren’t ready to replace Apps Or Humans

Digital business professionals should be aware that the combination of media and vendor boasts 
of “world-changing technology” has propelled chatbots toward the peak of inflated expectations. 
ironically, the idea of chatbots is decades old, but it exploded this year when Facebook opened its 
Messenger platform to third-party developers (see Figure 1).1 need proof? Facebook Messenger had 
zero bots in February 2016 and over 18,000 by July 2016.2 it took Apple more than seven months to 
reach that mark with apps.3 Kik interactive has more than 20,000 chatbots.4 in the first seven months 
that Kik interactive allowed Promoted Chats, its 200 million registered users exchanged 350 million 
messages with bots.5

What’s a chatbot? A chatbot is a conversational interface — voice, images, or text — that streamlines 
tasks by allowing users to engage naturally through language.6 Amazon, Apple, google, Microsoft, 
and slack support chatbots and conversational interfaces.7 A confluence of factors propels chatbots 
toward being viable, though limited, interaction layers between brands and consumers in 2016.
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fIGUre 1 Chatbots Have A long History

The play “R.U.R.” (Rossum’s Universal Robots)
introduces the word “robot” to the English
language.

Alan Turing develops the Turing test.

MIT computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum
publishes Eliza, a bot that uses a script to
simulate a psychotherapist’s conversation.

“2001: A Space Odyssey” delivers Hal,
a voice- and text-controlled robot.

Loebner Prize debuts with a yearly contest to
name the bot found to be most human-like.

Wired says, “IRC [internet relay chat] in the
mid-’90s will probably be remembered as the
bot equivalent of the Cambrian explosion.”1

SmarterChild chatbot helps users look up
stocks, check weather, and converse over

AOL Instant Messenger.

Fictional AI assistant Cortana appears in the
video game “Halo: Combat Evolved.”

Apple launches Siri.

WeChat allows public accounts.“Her,” a movie about a man who falls in love 
with his virtual assistant, grosses $47 million.2

Microsoft launches Cortana, a virtual assistant
named after the fictional character from

“Halo.”
Facebook launches M, a hybrid bot-and-
human virtual assistant, accessible through
Messenger.3

Amazon launches Alexa via the Amazon Echo.

2015

2014

Facebook, Google, and Microsoft make major
announcements about bot platforms at their
annual conferences. Facebook Messenger 
and Kik get to 20,000 bots within months.4

Alexa enters 5% of Amazon customers’
homes.5

2016

2013

2011

2001

1996

1990

1968

1966

1950

1921
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fIGUre 1 Chatbots Have A long History (Cont.)

Source:
1 Andrew Leonard, “Bots Are Hot!” Wired, April 1, 1996 (http://www.wired.com/1996/04/netbots/).
2 “Her,” IMDb.com, 2013 (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1798709/).
3 Jessi Hempel, “Facebook Launches M, Its Bold Answer to Siri and Cortana,” Wired, August 26, 2015 

(http://www.wired.com/2015/08/facebook-launches-m-new-kind-virtual-assistant/).
4 Khari Johnson, “Kik has stockpiled more than 20,000 bots in the chat platform ‘arms race,’” VentureBeat, 

August 3, 2016 (http://venturebeat.com/2016/08/03/kik-19000-bots-chat-platform-arms-race/). 
5 Mary Meeker, “2016 Internet Trends Report,” KPCB, June 1, 2016 

(http://www.kpcb.com/blog/2016-internet-trends-report).

Chatbots Are Poised To fill A Need Today

Early results from conversational interfaces show promise. global brands ranging from Fandango 
to iHg, KlM, and sephora have piloted or launched chatbots (see Figure 2). KlM delivered 50,000 
boarding passes via Facebook Messenger in its first three weeks of offering the option, and it 
states that since March 30, 2016, it has logged more than 1 million messages, including booking 
confirmations, check-in notifications, boarding passes, and flight status updates. KlM’s senior Vice 
President of Digital, tjalling smit, told us that qualitative feedback also indicates that customers 
appreciate the experience. Chatbots are so appealing now because:

 › Mobile moment ownership is plateauing for enterprises. Mobile is the first screen for 
consumers; however, consumers use only 25 to 30 apps on average each month and spend 
88% of their time in just five downloaded apps.8 today, mobile moments are highly consolidated, 
with about 12 app categories owning 85% of mobile moments.9 Enterprises must borrow mobile 
moments from third-party platforms like WeChat to serve more customers on mobile and serve all 
customers more conveniently.

 › Billions of consumers are heavy users of instant messaging platforms. Consumers spend 78% 
of their time on smartphones within apps.10 the median usage of instant messaging apps is 21.47 
minutes per day among users of those apps.11 And the pace of adoption is accelerating. We are in 
an era of hyperadoption.12 WhatsApp needed seven years to reach 1 billion monthly active users.13 
Facebook Messenger reached the same milestone in five years.14

 › Chatbots promise a more convenient and natural user interface. Apps are forced. Brands and 
app store owners taught consumers to discover, download, and install apps from their favorite 
brands. then, app makers provided efficient touch input interfaces to help consumers get things 
done. the experience isn’t natural, but it is effective. Conversations are more natural — consumers 
even prefer voice to apps or web for some activities, such as getting answers to quick questions 
(31%) and directions (15%) (see Figure 3).
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 › Artificial intelligence tools are widely available to developers and ready for use. the promise 
of ultimate convenience from chatbots depends heavily on quickly understanding a consumer’s 
intent. if you thought converting text to speech was hard, considering the dialects spoken in the us 
alone, interpreting intent is orders of magnitude harder. Ai is finally getting to the point where it can 
understand what is in an image or what a consumer means when she says, “i need to get to the 
airport.” Platforms like iBM Watson make this intelligence easily accessible to developers via open 
web APis.

fIGUre 2 there is A Wide range Of Chatbot Applications 

Virtual
assistants

User presented
a set of choices

Commerce
Info

gathering
Human
mimicry

Customer
service*

Commerce

Spring

1-800-
Flowers

.com

Fandango

Allset
Tech-

nologies

Info
delivery

NBA

Quartz

The
Washing-
ton Post

BuzzFeed
RNC bot

KLM

Whole
Foods
Market

HealthTap

Hipmunk

Tech-
Crunch

DoNotPay

x.ai

1-800-
Flowers
.com 
GWYN

The
North Face

XPS

User can provide
a range of inputs

Ashley
Madison

bots

Smarter
Child

Tay

LMFAO’s
Redfoo

bot

Marfa

Mitsuku

Aetna

Commer-
cial Bank
of Dubai 

(CBD)

Swed-
bank

USAA

Siri

Google
Assistant/

Now

Cortana

Facebook
M

Alexa

Hound

Primary goal

Less conversational,
more website/app-like More conversational

Multiple applications and
domains of knowledge

Iceland-
air

Virtual
assistant

Primary goal

RSPCA

Note: These are representative examples for each category and do not include all chatbots; these are not
rankings.
*Customer service solutions such as [24]7 IntelliResponse, Amelia (IPsoft), Creative Virtual, Inbenta 
Technologies, and Nina (Nuance Communications) offer the ability to extend customer service to
messaging platforms.

Info
delivery
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fIGUre 3 Consumers Already use Voice Or Conversations For A Wide range Of tasks 

Get directions 

Get a quick answer to a question

Capture a note or add an item to a list

Listen to songs or the radio

Watch video

Visit Facebook, Twitter, or another social media site

Check the status of a flight, bus, taxi, or reservation

Look up a price or review

Purchase a product or service

Do a search on Bing, Google, or Yahoo

Check a bank balance

Read the news

Research a product or service

Mobile app Mobile website Mobile voice assistant

“What are you most likely to use when doing the following?”

Source: Forrester’s Mobile Audience Online Survey, Q4 2015 (US)
Base: 825 US online adults
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Messaging Works Today; Chatbots Not So Much

Messaging platforms today allow brands to borrow mobile moments or extend their mobile presence 
beyond their own apps by using conversations to engage customers on their platforms. too many 
pundits use the terms “messaging” and “bots” interchangeably. the reality, though, is that chatbots are 
an evolution of messaging. Our collective journey toward building and utilizing chatbots that surpass 
the convenience of mobile apps; texting; and simple, old-fashioned phone calls is in its earliest stages. 
Most of these interactions today are between two humans — not a human and a machine. Humans 
do the heavy lifting behind the scenes, even with Facebook’s M concierge service or KlM’s Facebook 
Messenger customer service.15 However, today:

 › Simple chatbots work well. Chatbots with a narrow set of potential responses and commands 
succeed today. For example, DonotPay, a chatbot that contests london parking tickets, has 
provided guidance to users in 250,000 cases with a 64% success rate.16

 › Most chatbots disappoint. Outside of narrow applications, current chatbots are hard to use 
and frustrate customers with outright usability failures like not setting expectations or acting in 
unexpected ways. these problems are severe enough that customers must work harder to use 
a chatbot than an app or website to complete a task. For example, 1-800-Flowers.com forgets 
users’ information if they try to return to their task the next day — despite displaying the previously 
entered data earlier in the Messenger conversation. the spring chatbot redirects users to type “go 
shopping,” rather than the more natural language that customers use, like “shop” or “i want a shirt” 
(see Figure 4).

 › AI is not magic — it depends on consumers to teach it. Ai is not ready to work miracles or 
generate magical experiences for customers on its own. Ai-based chatbots are like seeds. you 
plant them, but then you need to feed them with high volumes of consumer interaction so they 
grow. Chat developers and designers are the gardeners: they have to tend to the chatbots and 
coach their growth through continuous, yet gentle, correction. these designers must also beg, 
coerce, and incent customers to put up with subpar experiences during the process: the learning 
is really slow. in an experiment called “the Characters Challenge,” a computer needed a training 
set of 60,000 characters to recognize handwritten characters, while a human needed just one.17
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fIGUre 4 Chatbots still require A Heavy Cognitive load From users 

Spring chatbot
requires specific
terms.

Sephora relies
on users for
course
correction.

1-800-Flowers
loses customer 
context.

Sephora’s Virtual
Artist requires
the user to
learn its
language.

Most chatbots aren’t great
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Pursue Chatbots As Part Of your App+ Mobile Portfolio strategy

Chatbots have the potential to improve information distribution, customer care, commerce, and 
marketing over time by making them more natural. However, multifeatured chatbots that surpass apps 
in convenience will be complex and depend heavily on artificial intelligence to interpret consumer intent 
and reduce consumer burden. We aren’t there yet. Moreover, chatbots will never be a standalone 
solution to business challenges. they will be a part of a company’s larger portfolio of digital touchpoints.

first, Create A Strategy To Deploy Chatbot Mobile Moments

Don’t leap straight to cutting code. you will need a strategy first. regardless of channel, there isn’t 
new, magical chatbot technology. you need to know what you want to do and where before you 
choose technology. start with your app+ mobile strategy, and consider how chatbots fit into your 
overall portfolio of experiences — both new and existing.18 Keep in mind that offering consistency of 
experience across customer touchpoints may demand offering chatbots in multiple channels. Decide if 
you will:

 › Port an existing experience to a smaller screen. Assess your existing assets. you may already 
have an online virtual assistant platform through your customer service solution, which would allow 
you to simply place the customer interface (e.g., chat) in a new channel, such as your app.19 if you 
do, then build on your existing knowledge base. Many solutions such as [24]7, nexmo, and nuance 
Communications even allow you to port the chat experience to a third-party platform. Chatbots 
within mobile messaging platforms may offer different context, or consumers may have different 
needs on the go compared with online, but at least you don’t have to start from scratch.

 › Offer access to your services through a third-party chatbot or conversational interface. 
Evaluate whether simply building a skill for Amazon Echo or becoming a google partner is good 
enough. Early forays into conversational interfaces involve simply permitting access to your content 
or services via these virtual assistants or chatbots — if you are lucky enough to be shortlisted for 
early integration with a well-known virtual assistant like Amazon Alexa or google Assistant. google, 
for example, named grubHub, spotify, and uber, among others, as early partners. these options 
provide easy entry, but limited direct customer interaction, offering wide distribution at the cost of 
distance from your customers.20

 › Borrow mobile moments for a standalone chatbot experience. if you want to own the 
conversation with your customers, you must build your own chatbot, even if you borrow the mobile 
moments or audience experience by placing it on a third-party platform as part of your broader app+ 
mobile strategy. techCrunch, for example, pushes out five news articles daily on Facebook 
Messenger. Consumers can read the articles in Messenger or launch the browser for a more in-depth 
experience. Most, if not all, of these near-term opportunities will be on messaging platforms — either 
instant messaging or sMs.
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recommendations

Back your Chatbot Experiment With Human intervention

Consumers may be consolidating where they spend their time on smartphones, but you can’t. you 
need to be where your customers are. your portfolio of mobile endpoint experiences is proliferating 
and will continue to do so. Conversational interfaces and chatbots will be part of that portfolio. Digital 
business professionals should:

 › either “watch and wait” or pilot chatbots. Evaluate whether or not to start your chatbot journey 
by assessing your broader portfolio of potential mobile moments, including borrowed mobile 
moments. Few consumers use chatbots today, and the technology is extremely immature. Pilot if 
you have the patience, budget, and bandwidth to roll up your sleeves and experiment on platforms 
that will only marginally improve your customer experience within very narrow use cases. Even 
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg tried to set expectations, saying, “We are on the front end of a 10-
year journey.” if you do move forward, time spent today is not wasted. Conversational interfaces 
will happen.

 › Choose strategic distribution partners carefully. Platform options range from apps with a few 
thousand consumers — who are trialing a service from an unknown company with a url you can’t 
spell — to Facebook Messenger, Kik interactive, and slack. Prioritize your efforts based on where 
your target audience spends time and is likely to adopt chatbots (think Millennials). Facebook 
and google own some of the richest context and information about your customers as well as 
their smartphone minutes. And they just so happen to have some of the best Ai chops among 
consumer-facing brands.

 › focus on narrow use cases without AI early on, and expand from there. Don’t try to reinvent 
your business (or even a part of your business) with bots today. instead, experiment with noncritical 
business processes on chat platforms. start simple or narrow, expand from there, and be ready 
to learn. Don’t depend on Ai early on. Build or code your bots through an iterative process as you 
learn what works, what consumers want, how they ask questions, and how they respond.

 › Take a progressive approach to technology. Progressively evolve from messaging to chatbots. 
start with existing messaging or conversational processes and investments like customer 
service or marketing solutions, including sMs, like radisson Blu and trim have done.21 use this 
as a baseline chat experience.22 Analyze engagement analytics to see how people interact with 
chatbots. then use a messaging platform to engage consumers. listen and learn. then turn on 
chatbots with their corresponding Ai, and develop the experience even further. icelandair took it all 
on at the same time, resulting in an accelerated Facebook Messenger effort to tune both chatbot- 
and human-powered customer service efforts.
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 › Use humans as a backup to meet service-level agreements. the state of chatbots today 
resembles a new pet owner attempting to train a puppy to sit or fetch a ball more than it does 
a conversation between two adults.23 A library of content and programmed responses (think “if-
then” statements) may support some consumer requests, but humans must be in place to quickly 
take over chats within the context of the conversation or previous customer engagements. Both 
icelandair and KlM targeted response times within hours — not seconds or minutes — and had 
to adjust quickly because customers expected much faster responses while chatting about last-
minute details for departing flights.
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supplemental Material

Survey Methodology

the behavioral data in this report comes from Forrester’s Mobile Audience Data, our ongoing 
smartphone and tablet behavioral tracking panels in the us. Forrester uses research now’s passive 
meter tracking technology on an ongoing basis to capture and record all smartphone behaviors and, 
for a subset of the panel, tablet behaviors. the behavioral tracking panel in the us is weighted to be 
representative of online smartphone owners. Each of the panelists downloaded an application that runs 
a passive metering technology to measure what people do in their daily lives on their smartphones and 
tablets. Panelists are monetarily incentivized on a monthly basis for their participation in Forrester’s 
behavioral tracking study. We track behavior on Android- and iOs-supported devices for apps that 
communicate with web servers, with the exception of preinstalled (native) email and messaging apps. 
We collect url website data from native web browsers that come preinstalled on a user’s smartphone/
tablet at the truncated url level. For non-native (downloaded) web browser apps, we do not collect 
url behavior.

We apply data cleaning rules to eliminate outliers, including individual session cleaning, extremely 
heavy user sessions, minimum usage sessions, and extreme user daily aggregated single-app usage 
and total app usage. We remove certain native applications that are part of the back-end process. We 
calculate all behavioral metrics per month and average equally across months for the date range.

Additionally, for Forrester’s Mobile Audience Online survey, Q4 2015 (us), a subset of 825 panelists 
answered survey questions about their app and mobile web behaviors, preferences, and attitudes. 
All data displayed has a sample size of more than 30 participants. We do not deem any data with 
a sample size of fewer than 30 as statistically representative of a general population. For more 
information on how the behavioral tracking data is cleaned and processed, please contact data@
forrester.com.

Companies Interviewed for This report

We would like to thank the individuals from the following companies who generously gave their time 
during the research for this report.

[24]7

Chyme (unvired)

Conversocial

Facebook

Fandango

Fluid

google

Healthtap

iBM

icelandair

interContinental Hotels group (iHg)

intuit
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Kik interactive 

KlM

lark

nexmo

nuance Communications

Oracle

salesforce

skygiraffe

small Wins

snapchat

soundHound

teleMessage

twilio
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